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Rad Robots

You reach for a book on the top shelf, but you’re not quite tall enough 
to touch it. You jump for it a few times but still no luck. When you 
finally ask the librarian for help, you make a suggestion: Wouldn’t it 
be great if there were a robot that could grab books from those hard-
to-reach spots? You wonder what it could look like. You log on to a li-
brary computer to research the technology behind some of the latest 
bots.

Dogs Go Digital

Soon, you discover, dogs will 
be out of this world. Well, robot 
dogs, at least. That’s because the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration—or NASA, for 
short—has been designing four-legged robots to explore the Red 
Planet, or Mars. Dubbed “Mars Dogs,” the robotic pups can explore 
deep lava tubes, or caves, for past or present forms of life. 

While they hunt, the Mars Dogs create 3D maps. Caves are the most 
likely place for life to exist, because they provide shelter and protec-
tion from the extreme conditions on the planet’s surface. The bots 
might even find places inside the caves that could someday support 
human colonies!

FU N FACT

Volcanic eruptions on 
Mars caused lava to flow 
below the planet’s surface, 
creating lava tubes.
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Human(ish) Connection

Sophia has kind eyes that are a hazel color. She wears red lipstick and 
a warm smile. Sophia is also … a robot! Not only does Sophia look like 
a human—she acts like one, too. Using artificial intelligence, or AI, 
Sophia can have conversations with real people and even show emo-

tion through facial expressions. 
Humanoid bots like Sophia are 
being designed to help with re-
al-world needs in fields such as 
health care. The bots can inter-
act with sick patients and even 
check temperatures.

Olympic Bots

At the 2022 Winter Olympic Games in Beijing, athletes weren’t the 
only stars. The unsung heroes were the new workers inside the caf-
eteria. Designed to maximize efficiency and prevent the spread of 
COVID-19, the specialized robots could cook, make coffee, and serve 
food. When needed, other robots mopped the floors. The bots were 
an innovative way for China to show off its tech skills on the global 
stage.

DID YOU KNOW?

Sophia has appeared on 
late-night TV talk shows, 
and she even has her 
own Twitter account.

Robot maid holding a tray and serving food and drinks


